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Abstract-A number of numerical methods developed in the group “Mechanics and Modelling 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Various numerical methods for solving unilateral contact problems with friction have been devel- 
oped in the group “Mechanic and Modelling of Contact” during the last few years. They are baaed 
on different formulations: quasi-variational inequalities, complementarity problems, and mixed 
formulations. In this paper, four numerical methods together with the appropriate formula- 
tions are presented: minimization under constraints (Gauss-Seidel with acceleration procedures), 
mathematical programming (Lemke method), and Lagrangian methods (augmented Lagrangian, 
penalization). Difficulties of implementation as well as efficiency are discussed and compared. 
These methods were first developed for elasticity problems under small deformation hypothesis 
in the finite element codes Protis and Gyptis (see [l-4]). In this paper, their implementation for 
finite elastoplastic strain and large displacement is presented. Thus, the efficiency of the methods 
is tested on the coupling of the kinematic and constitutive nonlinearities. Implementation is done 
in finite element code Simem3 with Renault [5]. 
Section 2 is devoted to the formulation of the finite elastoplasticity problem and Section 3 
presents the associated numerical treatment. The various formulations and numerical methods 
for the unilateral contact with friction are given in Section 4. These methods are compared on 
two examples in Section 5. 
2. FINITE STRAIN ELASTOPLASTICITY 
We characterize the behaviour of the material using large strains and displacement elastoplss- 
tic formulation, assuming isotropic hardening [6,7). Th e model adopted is based on two basic 
hypotheses: 
l a multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient F into its elastic Fe and plastic 
FP parts, as proposed by Lee [8]: 
The present work hss been partly supported by REGIENOV/FtENAULT under Contract H5.12.51. 
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F = F” . FP, (1) 
where Fe defines the local, stress-free unloaded configuration; 
l Clausius-Duhem inequality: 
&=T:d--~c~o, (2) 
where Ds denotes the dissipation, r the Kirchhoff stress tensor, d the rate of deformation, 
and $0 the free energy density. 
The behaviour of the material is determined by the free decoupled energy density function 
@c(b”, 2) = @6(V) + !P’zT(E’p), (3) 
where its elastic part QE is an isotropic function of the left Cauchy-Green strain tensor be, while 
its plastic part St; depends on the equivalent plastic strain F. 
The behaviour between the intermediate and current configurations is characterized by a hy- 
perelastic response. The Kirchhoff strain tensor is then given by the constitutive equation [9] 
The von-Mises yield function is defined as 
where dev(r) denotes the deviatoric part of the Kirchhoff stress. 
The intermediate configuration is updated by integrating plastic evolutionary laws [lo]: 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
where dp is the plastic strain rate, X is the plastic multiplier, and & denotes the contravariant 
derivative of b. 
Last, we assume that the deviatoric and spherical parts of the density of energy function are 
uncoupled, having the following form [ll]: 
x&;(V) = U(Je) + *; (b) ) (7) 
=~[~(Je2-l)-lnJe]+~~(&-3), (3) 
where J” = det(Fe) = det(F), k = Jem1i3b’, Ihc = trace(k). K and p are material constants. 
E+om the computational point of view, the above constitutive equations are integrated using 
an elastic predictor/plastic corrector algorithm [6]. Assume that at time t,, the configuration 
R, of the body and state variables (T, Ci-’ = F~P-lF~-T,E$ are known. Let Au,+1 be the 
(known) incremental displacement between the configurations 0, and S&+1. The total deforma- 
tion gradient at time tn+r can be computed. 
We then make an elastic prediction, assuming that the plastic variables remain frozen (Fi+, = 
FP i e Cigi - CP-1 CP 
n9 . .f - n 9 n+l = E”,). Using the notion of operator splitting, the trial elastic part 
of the deformation gradient, as well as the elastic trial Kirchhoff stress can then be computed: 
b -~+~m = ~--2/3~~;-lp-, 
Tn+l Tr = JU’(J)ll -t pdev 
(9) 
(10) 
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We check whether the stress lies within the elastic region, i.e., 
f( Tn+l Q) I 0. (11) 
If not, a plastic correction step is then carried out using a classical radial return algorithm [12]. 
After computing the plastic multiplier correction (AA), the state variables are updated 
CP-’ _ ~2/3~-1 
n+l - 
(12) 
(13) 
-P 
&?l+1 = E”, + Ax. (14) 
To improve the treatment of the plastic incompressibility (det FP = l), a special procedure 
is used based on a three-field formulation (displacement, pressure, dilatation). It leads to the 
construction of a class of mixed finite elements. In our numerical applications, we will use 
a Q4/PO, which is one of these mixed elements (bilinear in displacements and constant with 
respect to pressure and dilatation). 
3. FINITE-ELEMENT MODELLING 
In the displacement based finite-element method, the discretized form of the equilibrium equa- 
tions is used to calculate an estimated incremental displacement. A modified Newton-Raphson 
method is used to deal with the nonlinear equations arising from the constitutive equations and 
the large deformations. The algorithm is organized as follows: loading is given as a sequence of 
loading steps. At a given loading step, an iterative process is then performed to solve the set of 
nonlinear equations associated with successive intermediate configurations. We take R, as the 
reference configuration at the loading step n + 1. Configuration R,+i is computed iteratively 
from R, (which is known from the previous loading step) by iterations i of the Newton-Raphson 
method with corresponding intermediate configurations a:+,. 
Let un be the nodal displacement vector at the end of loading step n. We denote Au;+,, 
the incremental displacement between configurations 0, and Rk,,, and dui, the displacement 
between Ri,, and n$_‘i. Hence, 
Au;+;i = Au;+i + du”, 
u;;‘i = un + A$$. 
(15) 
(16) 
Omitting the contact terms, the equilibrium equation of the configuration Rk,, is 
{Res (uk+i)} = {Fint (u:+~)} - {Fzl} = 0, (17) 
where {Res(uh+i)} denotes the equilibrium residual vector obtained by assembling the internal 
and external forces. { Fint (I&+~ )} is the discrete load vector corresponding to the internal stresses, 
{Fst,} is the discrete load vector corresponding to the external forces excluding the contact 
forces. A linearized form of equation (17) can be obtained 
[KT];+~ {dd+'} = - {Fint (u;+~)} + {e+“1}, w 
where [K&+r is the tangent consistent stiffness matrix. Prom now on, we omit the subscript 
n + 1 denoting the dependence on the load increment. 
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Tangent plane 
Figure 1. Contact definitions. 
4. FRICTIONAL CONTACT 
We restrict this part of the study to the contact between a deformable body and a rigid obstacle 
(Figure 1). At each node P on the surface of the deformable body that is close to being in contact, 
we denote by P, the projection of P on the rigid obstacle surface [6] along its outward normal n, 
which is unknown a priori. Let w denote the relative position between the points P and P,. 
We perform the following decomposition into the normal and tangential components of the 
displacements (u), the relative position (w), and the contact stress vector (T): 
UN = u.n, UT =U-UNn, W=WNn+WT, T=rNn+TT. (19) 
The unilateral contact conditions can then be written in terms of the relative position (w) as 
follows: 
WN?o, TN > 0, WNTN = 0. (20) 
As a contact condition for the tangential direction, we take Coulomb’s law of friction, written 
below in an incremental form in which AWT denotes the relative tangential displacement 
llrTll < prN * AWT = 0, 
]]‘.T]] 5 prN{ ,,rT,, = 
prN =k- AWT = --(YTT, a 2 0. 
(21) 
After finite element discretization, one can obtain the following mixed discretized system [13]: 
{Res (u”, Rh,R.&)} = {Fint(ui)} - {Fext} - [HiIT {R”} = 0, 
Wilt (Rk -R&) 2 0, VR> E Ck, (22) 
AWiTT (R;, -I?+) 2 0, t/R;. E C& (RX), 
with nc the number of contact nodes, dim the dimension of the problem, RN the normal reaction 
vector (nc terms), RT the tangential reaction vector (nc* (dim -1) terms), {R} the local contact 
reaction vector (nc*dim terms), WN the normal relative position vector, and AWT the tangential 
relative displacement vector. The matrix H can be used to transform the expressions from the 
global frame to the local one 1141. Furthermore, we have introduced the subsets 
C&={PNEW”~;PN~ 20; Vj=1,...,7tc}, 
@(RN~) = { PT, E Wdim-I; IIPT~ 11 < URN,} , (23) 
Cl”(&) = {PT EW(~~~-~)*~~;PT~ E @(RN~); Vj = l,...,nc}. 
It is important to note that all these subsets depend implicitly on the solution (the contact 
nodes, local frame, etc., are unknown a priori). In the formulation proposed here, we assume that 
4
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the vector of the contact forces {R’} is an unknown, like the displacements. This formulation 
is well suited for using minimization methods under constraints of quadratic functional (Gauss- 
Seidel methods with projection), and Lemke’s method, which are presented below. On the other 
hand, if the numerical methods used are the penalty/Lagrangian methods, the regularization will 
eliminate the unknown vector {R}. 
Using an extension of Newton’s method to these generalized equations, as proposed in [13], 
leads to a linearized system 
[Iq {dd+‘} = - {Fyui)} + {.ext} + [Hy {Ii”+‘} ( (24) 
with 
(WN + HN (Us) CI?U’+“)~ (Ri - Rcl) > 0, VR> E Ci, 
(A&+ H+) ~u'+~)~(R.$ -R$l) 2 0, VR;. E C;((R’N+‘), (25) _ * 
[ 1 KT = [K# + [RiVHiT] . (26) 
One can see that the contact conditions are expressed in a local frame which is known at 
the beginning of each equilibrium equation i + 1, and that the rigid obstacle surface is locally 
linearized by its tangent plane (Figure 1). 
From the numerical point of view, we have made the following hypotheses. 
l The second term in the expression (26) of [J? T Ii is neglected. This term gives the variation 
of the local frame. 
l In order to decouple the nonlinearities due to the volumic and surface behaviour, we add a 
contact loop to our resolution (Table 1). The basic idea is that we assume the local frame 
determined at the beginning of a contact step to be “frozen” during the equilibrium loop. 
After convergence, if necessary, the local frame is updated and a new equilibrium loop is 
performed. This strategy, along with the prediction of the displacement at the beginning 
of the equilibrium loop [6], is well suited to our problems. Furthermore, it allows us to 
express the unilateral contact conditions in terms of incremental values. Denoting AWN, 
the new expression for the normal relative position, we obtain the following relations: 
AWN = Au,,+1 . n - AgN 2 0, TN > 6, AWNTN = 0, 
where AgN is the gap function computed at each contact step. 
(27) 
Table 1. Solution strategy. 
Loading loop (n), do while n 5 max-n 
Initialization of contact conditions 
Contact loop (ic), do while ic 5 max-ic 
Equilibrium loop (i), do while i 5 max-i 
Updating r$,, K$,, Fi 
If equilibrium convergence go to (jj) 
Solve KA du’+’ = F,!, + HTR$’ 
Au’+1 = Aui+l + &‘+I, i = i + 1 n 
End do while i smrnax-i 
(jj) If contact convergence go to (j) 
Contact updating 
ic=ic+l,i=O 
End do while ic 5 max-ic 
(j) Ifprogmm ends, STOP 
n=n+l,i=O,ic=O 
End do while n 5 max-n 
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The numerical methods available for dealing with the discretized frictional contact problem set in 
equations (24) and(25) are the penalty/Lagrangian methods, the minimization under constraints 
of a quadratic growth functional (Gauss-Seidel methods with projection) methods, and Lemke’s 
method, which can be used to solve a linear complementarity problem associated with the contact 
and friction conditions. 
4.1. Augmented Lagrangian Formulation 
The method used in this study is that described by Simo and Laursen [I5]. Formulating 
Coulomb’s friction law by analogy with the theory of plasticity leads to the following definition 
of the slip surface: 
fd = ]]RT]] - PRN = 0. (28) 
If fd < 0, no slip occurs (stick contact) and when fd = 0, slip is impending. The condition 
fd > 0 is not admissible. The use of these notations makes it possible to write the Coulomb 
friction law as the following Kuhn-Tucker conditions: 
fs 5 0, AWT = -A<%, AllO, Ac.fa=O. (29) 
T 
Additively decomposing RN and RT into their penalty and Lagrange multiplier parts yields: 
RN = (AN -ENWN), (30) 
ART = AXT - ET afs AWT + Acm 
> 
. (31) 
Introducing the unknown Lagrange terms into the problem leads to an additive loop (indicated 
below by superscript k) in which the Lagrange multipliers are updated. At each of these iterations, 
the Newton-Raphson method (iteration indicated below by superscript i) is used to determine 
the equilibrium state. The normal component (RN) of the contact forces is computed using 
kR’ 
NV%+1 NlS+t . (32) 
When a backward Euler scheme associated with a radial return algorithm is used to determine 
the tangential component (RT) of the contact forces, a trial value of (RT) is first calculated 
assuming a sticking state: 
k@lTF) = RT,, + ‘AXT - ET (kAW$_+,) . (33) 
The corrected value of (RT) is then evaluated using a radial return algorithm, which is a 
straightforward extension of those used in plasticity (see (16,171) 
k i(tria1) 
%?%+I 
k%n+l = “%,::f’) - ‘5 ,,kpial),, ’ (34) 
l%+1 
where A< = 0, if !::I 5 0 and A< = (fi$f )/ET, if f~~$i > 0. 
After convergence of the Newton-Raphson iterations, the updated forms of the Lagrange mul- 
tipliers are then given by the following expressions: 
k+lAN,,+l = (kxN,+l - EN (kAWN,+l)) ( (35) 
k+lAX~,,+l = ‘AXT,,+~ - ET AW; + A< (36) 
With this method, it is possible to check exactly the unilateral contact and the Coulomb 
friction law without using a large penalty coefficient. However, a good compromise between the 
value of the penalty coefficients EN and ET, the value of the Lagrange multipliers AN and XT and 
the number of augmentations has to be found. Precautions have to be taken in choosing these 
parameters, otherwise it can be a very CPU time consuming method. 
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4.2. Minimization with Projection Method 
Here we use a straightforward extension of the method presented by Raous et al. [l] and 
Lebon-Raous [2] for dealing with unilateral contact and friction in elasticity with infinitesimal 
deformations. Let us recall first the contactless case (Ri+’ vanishes in (24)). At each equilibrium 
iteration (as KT is a symmetric positive definite matrix), it can easily be proved that the problem 
can be set as the following minimization one, where for the sake of simplicity, the index n is not 
shown. 
Find the vector dui+’ in Rzno (no being the number of nodes), 
such that J (dui+‘) 5 J(v), VTJ E R2”0 with 
(37) 
J(v) = &‘KTv - vtF, with F = - {Fi”t(u,,+l)i} + {Fztl}. 
As shown in [18], the frictionless contact problem can be written as a constrained minimization 
problem, in which the constraints are the discretized form of the unilateral conditions and where 
the unknown vector dui+l is sought in a convex set K defined by 
K = (v E R2-, such that AW$’ = AWhj + VNi 2 0, V j E I}, 
where I is the set of contact nodes. This problem is then solved using a Gauss-Seidel with 
projection method. This technique has been generalized to the case involving friction [1,2]. A 
fixed-point algorithm on the sliding threshold leads to solving a sequence of constrained mini- 
mization problems where the constraints affect only the normal components of the contact nodes, 
as in frictionless contact. 
These problems include an additive nondifferentiable term for the tangential components of the 
contact nodes corresponding to friction, which is updated at each fixed-point iteration as shown 
below. 
Find a fixed point b of the application si+’ --) /ARN (dt?+‘(s)) , 
with dui+‘, such that Q(dui+‘) 5 Q(v), Vu E K, 
Q(v) = ;vtKTv - vt (F + qbi+‘) , 
(38) 
where ‘WN and WT are the normal and tangential components of the vector w defined in (20) 
and (21). 
&T concerns the friction and is defined as follows: 
ET = 1, if AWT(V) < 0, 
&T = -1, if AWT(V) > 0, 
ET = 0, otherwise. 
This is accelerated by using an Aitken procedure [4] which does not need the determination of 
an optimal parameter as over-relaxation does. This method is very robust and works even on 
ill-conditioned problems. Nevertheless, in some cases, it would require many iterations. 
4.3. Linear Complementarity Problem 
In dealing with the three-dimensional case, Klarbring and Bjorkman [13] have introduced a 
piecewise linear friction law, approximating Coulomb’s friction law. This discretization procedure 
then makes it possible to write the friction relations as complementarity conditions and then to set 
the problem as a linear complementarity one. In the present study, we shall restrict ourselves to a 
two-dimensional analysis. In this situation, their approach leads to introducing two new variables, 
7
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X and 4, which define the boundary of the Coulomb’s cone. The Kuhn-Tucker conditions for the 
frictional Coulomb problem can then be written in the following form: 
RT E C(RN) = {PT, &~(PT, RN) 2 0, m = 1,2}, 
h(fi,R~) = -PT + @N, 
&(PT, RN) = PT + @NY 
AWT = - t Xmg, 
m=l T 
(39) 
brlL01 4Jtnr0, X,~,=O, for m = 1,2. 
Using a condensation procedure, two connected systems can be written. The first one deals 
only with the normal and tangential components of the contact nodes which, upon introducing 
variables X and 4, are all constrained by complementarity conditions. This linear complementarity 
problem with a 2 * nc by 2 * nc square singular matrix (nc being the number of contact nodes) can 
then be straightforwardly solved using a pivot algorithm such as Lemke’s method. The second 
system deals with the nodes which are not involved in the contact. This is a nonconstrained 
problem in which the only unknown vector is the displacement one. Its solution obviously depends 
on the solution of the previous system, and can be obtained using a more classical algorithm. 
Lemke’s Method Principle 
To describe Lemke’s method, let us consider the following linear complementary problem. 
PROBLEM Pl. Let q be a given vector E W”, find W and 2 E W” such that 
7w-LZ=q, 
Wi 2 0, Zi 2 0, Wi.Zi = 0, i= 1 ,...,?z. 
(40) 
Here 7 is the n * n identity matrix and G a regular n * n matrix. Lemke’s method is based on 
the following remark: if qi 2 0, Vi = 1, . . . , n, the solution of Problem Pl is given by 
Wi=Qi, Zj=O, i=l ,..., 12. (41) 
A pivoting algorithm is used to construct by linear combinations, a sequence of nonnegative 
vectors qk, which will be defined below. If there is an index j such that qj 5 0, the pivoting 
algorithm is initialized by introducing supplementary variable zo E W 
PROBLEM P2. Let q E W* be given, find W and Z E Wn and 20 E W such that 
?w - iiz - Lo q, = 
Wi 2 0, Zi 2 0, Wi.Zi = 0, 20 2 07 i= l,...,n. 
(42) 
In Problem P2, i is a n-vector of ones. .Q is introduced to obtain a nonnegative right-hand side 
member and to keep it so by pivoting. Let 1 o = [=I, 6, i], the n * (273 f 1) matrix, X0 E lR2n+1 
andq”EWnbedefinedbyXoT=(Wi ,..., W,,Zl,..., Zn,zo)andqo=q. 
The components of vector Xi which are associated with 7 in Ii are usually called the brr, 
sic variables. This means that in the initialization step defined above, the basic variables are 
(Wl,..., Wn). The pairs (Wi, Zi) are called complementary variables. 
Using the notation introduced above, Lemke’s algorithm can be written as follows. 
8
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Lemke’s Algorithm 
~/INITIALIZATION. Let s be the index such that 
(43) 
Matrix z1 and right-hand side member q’ are then defined by 
A;,j = AL - Af,j, j = l,... ,2n+l andi#s, 
Af,j = -A3,j, j=1,...,2n+l, (44) 
q: =qp--$9 for i # s and qi = -q!j. (45) 
The system to be solved is then 2l.X = q’ and its right-hand side member q’ is nonnegative. 
za then becomes the i th basic variable (A&+1 = Sin+l, i=l ,...,n) instead of W, (3j such 
that A;,, # 6:). One solution of the problem is then W’i = qi, WZ = q$, . . . , IV,_, = qf_l, 
20 = q:, Ws+l = Qs’+1,. . . , W, = q: and 21 = 0, Zz = 0, . . . , Z,_ 1 = 0, 27, = W, = 0, 
z s+l - 7.‘. 1 -0 z, =o. 
~/STEP k + 1. F’rom the initializing step, the pivoting is carried out until zo leaves the basis. 
The n basic variables will be the n components of qk and their complementary variables and zc 
will be zero. 
Let t be the row of complementary variables which left the basis in the previous step and r the 
row index such that 
A;,t > 0. (4’3 
In the next step, it is incorporated in the basis instead of the rth variable by 
j = l,..., 2n+landi#r, 
A”+’ _ Ak ‘d 
733 A$ ’ 
i # T, 
qk+l _ d 
P 
et * 
(47) 
(43) 
Thus A?+’ = 6:, i = 1,. . . ,n and (3 j tqA$’ # 6:). If T = s, q leaves the basis and the 
solution is’zeached, if not we restart in 2. 
REMARK. If at step (k) for each i = 1, . . . , n, A!,:’ 5 0, Lemke’s dgorithm has failed. One 
obtains, an infinite number of solutions characterized by, if &, i = 1, . . . , n are the basic variables 
andHi,i=l,..., n + 1 the variables outside the basis 
B. + AA++’ * w = qi, 
H. + XAh+l = 0 
VX>O, i=l,..., n. 
t v , 
(49) 
Convergence of the direct Lemke’s method is based on the copositivity of matrix M which, 
because of the friction, is nonsymmetric. If the friction coefficient is too large, this property is not 
conserved. This corresponds to the well-known loss of uniqueness which occurs in the frictional 
problem when the friction coefficient is too large. 
9
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5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
In this section, the algorithms presented above are tested and compared on two simple frictional 
contact problems. The methods have been implemented in the finite-element code developed by 
Renault and several University partners in the context of deep drawing [7,19]. The first example 
is that on the indentation of an elsstoplastic block by a rigid cylinder. The second example is 
that of extrusion of an aluminum cylinder. For each case, it has been verified that the mechanical 
solutions obtained in using the various numerical methods were effectively the same. 
5.1. Indentation Test 
Here an elastoplastic block is indented by a rigid cylinder. The cylinder has a diameter of 
60 mm and the block measures 40 mm by 80 mm. The block is discretized using the four-node 
elastoplastic element (Q4/PO) d escribed in [6] and has the following material properties: E = 
2 x lo5 MPa, v = 0.3. The hardening law is given by a0 = 593 (0.00384+~J”.202. The coefficient 
of friction between the die and the workpiece is p = 0.2. The mesh and the deformed geometry 
are shown in Figure 2. The arrows correspond to the “contact” reactions. 
Figure 2. Undeformed and deformed geometry of indentation. 
Table 2. Computational times. 
Method Gaus&eidel Lemke Augm. Lag. (5) Penalty 
CPU Times 1 h17’ 9’ 28’ 11’ 
5.2. Extrusion of an Aluminum Cylinder 
We consider here the example of the frictional extrusion of an aluminum cylinder into a rigid, 
conical die [15]. The aluminum cylinder has a radius of 5.08cm and an initial length of 25.4cm. 
The billet is pushed 17.78 cm into a conical die, with a wall angle of 5’. In this axisymmet- 
ric problem, the diicretization of the cylinder is performed using 80 Q4/PO elements. The 
material properties are as follows: E = 6.8955 x lo* MPa, Y = 0.32 and the hardening law 
a0 = 261.2(0.11868 +Zp). The friction coefficient is /.J = 0.1. 
The mesh and the deformed geometry are shown in Figure 3, where the arrows correspond to 
the contact forces. The computational times (total CPU time) are given in Table 3. 
Table 3. Computational times. 
Method Gauss-Seidel Lemke Augm. Lag. Penalty 
CPU Times 8’30” 2’ 6’30” 1’45” 
10
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Figure 3. Extrusion of an aluminum cylinder: initial and deformed meshes. 
6. CONCLUSION 
Our aim is not to draw general conclusions based on the comparison of the four numerical 
methods under consideration in this paper. We will only make several remarks inspired not only 
by the examples presented here, but also by our experience on the treatment of contact problems. 
The efficiency of each method depends on vq.rious characteristics (type of geometries, of loading, 
total number of degrees of freedom, ratio of the total number of contact nodes, constitutive laws, 
. . . ) and it cannot be said that one special method is the best one. 
The Gauss-Seidel method is easy to implement. The Aitken acceleration is better than the 
overrelaxation because there is no convergence parameter to determine. Usually, the computa- 
tional time is not as large as it would be expected, however, in some cases the convergence can 
be very slow. 
The Lemke method is more complicated to implement, it needs the condensation of the problem. 
It is always the fastest method, but nonconvergence may occur and it will fail for very large 
numbers of degrees of freedom (as direct methods usually do). 
The Penalty method we use here is a particular case of the Augmented Lagrangian method, 
it consists of only one augmentation and the choice of a large value for ET. It is of course less 
accurate than the Augmented Lagrangian method. 
In the case of the Augmented Lagrangian method, a compromise between accuracy and compu- 
tational time is necessary, because the number of augmentations and the values of parameter &T 
can-effect greatly the computational time. 
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